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• Immediacy – keep yourself updated by
reading the latest news in an instant •
Simplicity –a minimalistic and stable
application • Flexibility – you can specify
your own categories in addition to the
default ones • Readability – easily read
articles in full by clicking on them •
Flexibility – you can use it with multiple
web browsers • Distraction-free browsing –
full of minimal task ▶ New article for you,
click here: Http://goo.gl/DjWgdY ▶ ★
Most popular Email to read: 1. 3.
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News Catcher Full Crack is a lightweight
utility that can assist you in the situation
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above, by instantly providing you with
recent articles in an easy manner.
Uncomplicated application with user-
friendly interface With simple installation
process and a minimalistic design, this
application proves itself to be highly
accessible, even for novice computer users.
Its main window comes with a couple of
buttons related to its article fetching
capabilities, and three more of them that
can be used to access the configuration
window and minimize or close the program.
Note that it does not come with any form of
help documentation, since its core functions
are straightforward and are activated upon
launching the application. Instantly fetch
recent article headlines from the Internet
You can rely on this application if you need
a quick and easy way of accessing the latest
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news content from multiple sources. If you
want to browse unfiltered content, you can
press the Latest News button and the
application starts populating the list with
recent content. Depending on your Internet
connection, News Catcher constantly and
instantly displays recent article headlines
from various publications and allows you to
view them with ease. Clicking any entry
from the list opens the full article in your
default web browser. Define your own
categories and read articles that are more
relevant to your preferences Additionally, it
is possible to create extra categories from
the configuration window that you can open
by clicking the gear-shaped button. After
generating a category, you can personalize it
by defining a series of keywords. When
fetching the articles, the application filters
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the results based on the keywords you
specified. Therefore, it allows you to read
articles that are more relevant to your
preferences. To sum it up, News Catcher is
a lightweight, reliable utility that provides
you with recent news article headlines and
allows you to personalize it by adding your
own categories. Supported websites Here
are the websites on which News Catcher
fetches the latest news headlines in a
manner that is suitable for maximum
usability: News Online BBC Cnet CNN
ZDnet Uvole Huffington Post The Local
The Guardian Yahoo US News The New
York Times News Catcher screenshots
News Catcher Screenshots: What's new in
version 1.2.0 October 22, 2013 *** Some
adjustments have been done to improve the
usability of the application. Version 1.2.0:-
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News Catcher is a freeware application that
comes with minimal functionalities but
great potential. * Instantly access the latest
news article headlines from multiple sources
* Personalize your news results by adding
your own categories * Use News Catcher as
an RSS reader * Define keywords that can
affect the news filtering * Load articles
directly from any FTP server *
Automatically filter news articles based on
your preferred keywords * Get detailed
view of the news headlines * Support
multiple languages * Easy to install and use
What's New What's new in this release: *
New optimized version of the application
that uses less space * Tried to fix an issue
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related to the transition of the system from
32-bit to 64-bit * The article loading speed
has been improved * Fixed a few bugs that
had been present in the previous versions of
the application * Fixed issues related to the
Windows 10 update * Improved the project
settings functionality * Several minor
improvements and bugfixes * The
application will now open when you reboot
the system * The application no longer
opens the FTP location when you create a
new category * Fixed an issue in which the
application would crash after it has been
launched for the first time * The application
will no longer open in the wrong folder
when it was launched * Fixed the instance
ID * Various other improvements * The use
of the official Microsoft icons will now be
increased * The icon size for the application
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will no longer be changed when the
application is moved from the All Programs
folder to the Microsoft folder * Various
other small improvements

What's New In News Catcher?

1. Manage updates automatically 2. Read
the latest news in a simple and free way 3.
You can choose from different news
sources 4. Efficient and reliable: read your
favorite news in a couple of seconds 5.
Detailed and thorough: add, remove and
update categories 6. Add your own favorite
news sources and categories 7. Automatic
updating 8. Open new categories 9. You can
save news sources and categories 10. All
articles are saved in an online database for
your convenience Important Note News
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Catcher is freeware. It was last updated on
02/06/2015. The developer of the software
is Lazybones LLC. Please note that the
developer may add new features to the
software in the future. If you like keeping
yourself up-to-date by reading newspapers
and online news publications, then you are
probably looking for a tool that can fetch
fresh content constantly. ]]> Fri, 03 Dec
2014 22:55:27 +0000 Feed from
Lazybones.com ]]> Wed, 25 May 2013
03:54:37 +0000 Feed from Lazybones.com
]]> Mon, 23 May 2013 03:50:55 +0000
Feed from Lazybones.com ]]> Wed, 05
May 2013 02:19:47 +0000 Feed from
Lazybones.com ]]> Sun, 09 Aug 2013
01:00:36 +0000 Feed from Lazybones.com
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS X 10.9 or later Mac
OS X 10.9 or later Processor: Intel
processor (E2200 or better recommended)
Intel processor (E2200 or better
recommended) Memory: 3 GB RAM 3 GB
RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or
AMD Radeon HD 7850 NVIDIA GeForce
GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD 7850
Resolution: 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 Hard
Drive: 21 GB Free Recommended: OS: Mac
OS X 10.11 or later Mac
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